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OPPOSITE LEFT: Vic McCristal 
was heavily involved in the early 
sportfishing movement in Australia.

OPPOSITE RIGHT: The birth of small 
boat game fishing coincided with the 
start of the ANSA movement.

LEFT: Fishing a NSW South Coast river.

BELOW: Some early Ossie Emery 
images from the 70s. 

The 2 categories of Australian Records are.
• Line class/ weight
• All Tackle Trophy Length  

ANSA members can also claim World 
Records through IGFA ( International Game 
Fish Association). ANSA is a Fellow Club 
member of IGFA and has representation on that 
global peak body.

Additional awards are also available for the 
most meritorious capture by a member in either  
salt or freshwater and Master achievements 
awards for the capture of a select number of 
different species or a select number of one 
particular species or a combination of both. 
There are also personal tagging achievement 
awards and a Vic McCristal award presented for 
recognition of outstanding efforts in both 
saltwater and freshwater recreational fishing.

INNOVATION
ANSA is one of the leaders in innovation in 
keeping sportfishing at the forefront of 
recreational fishing and relevant to its members 
and changes to community values. 

ANSA fishing and competition rules are kept 

under constant review having regard to legislative 
change and community values and pressures. 

Consistent with its sport, conservation and 
integrity ethos ANSA lead the way globally  in 
2008 with the introduction of Trophy Length 
Records and Masters awards with emphasis on 
capture and healthy release by eliminating the need 
for the capture to be weighed. In 2004 ANSA also 
introduced the concept of a break - away trace 
involving the use of a small length of pretested line 
coupled with a heavier main line such as braid 
which would enable the lighter line to be classed as 
eligible for line class records and awards. The 
advantage of this process is that it facilitated the 
increasing popularity and use of braid  and in the 
event of a break off only a very small amount of line 
remained with the fish. ANSA also supported the 
use of bio degradable line and non stainless circle 
hooks and encourages its members to abide by the 
National Code of Practice.

ANSA is alert to the opportunities modern 
technology affords in communication with its 
members and for the streamlining of the procedure 
for submission and processing of national records 
and awards.

FISHING SAFETY
One of ANSA's priorities is the promotion of safe 
fishing especially when rock fishing. ANSA has 
been the driving force behind the National roll out 
of the Angel Ring project which involves the 
installation of life buoys and safety signage at rock 
fishing black spots along the Australian coastline 
which have saved the lives of some 100 recreational 
fishers and others who have been accidentally 
washed into the sea. ANSA has also lead the way 
other partners to run safety workshops, fishing 
safety alerts, multilingual fishing safety DVDs and 
media campaigns to educate recreational fishers on 
safe fishing practices without restricting their rights 
to enjoy their fishing

ANSA MEMBERSHIP  BENEFITS 
ANSA lets you and your family become involved 
with recreational fishing at whatever level you 
desire. Some wish to learn the basics while others 
are looking to improve their skills and occasionally 
have their fishing prowess - or good luck - 
acknowledged with a national or state record or 
recognition of a targeted species capture. Some 
members simply enjoy the social side of being part 
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